Resume. 2014 On montre que les propriétés dynamiques de 
, (3) and (4) .
For polystyrene in benzene for example, D has been found proportional [4] to N-0.55-zO.02 (instead of N -0 -5 9) and [1] proportional [4] (6) and (7) are reviewed in the book by Yamakawa [7] . Let us denote by X the set of all the components rî of the vectors ri defining the positions of the monomers (or points of the chain). With each configuration, we associate the energy U(X). At a given time t, the probability corresponding to a configuration will be P(X, t).
At equilibrium, the probability is given by Boltzmann [9] .
In Let us now recall the definition of &#x26; and RD (eqs. (6) and (7)) and also the definition of qJo(x) = X 1 0 &#x3E; (eq. (17) TR. An important step toward the understanding of the cross-over phenomenon has been introduced [12, 13] with the extension of this condition to any chemical distance n N. At a given T R there exists a characteristic value nC, --TR-2 : for 1 i -j &#x3E; nC,' all distances ru are swollen ; four 1 i -j 1 ne' all distances ru remain practically unperturbed.
The existence of such a spatial cross-over at n = nC is reflected in the single chain scattering factor S(q) which has two different behaviours on both sides of a critical value q* -(ne b2)-1 J2 of the momentum transfer q.
For q &#x3E; q*, S(q) reflects the Gaussian statistics and is therefore proportional to q-2. For*, S(q) reflects the excluded volume statistics and is therefore proportional to q-5/3. Such a spatial cross-over has indeed been observed in neutron scattering experiments [13] .
Considering the influence of small distances on RD, one can predict the inequality vD VG in the crossover region as will be explicitly shown on the following simple model. Again we may define an effective index vif which is schematically depicted on figure 1. Its value at small 1 i -j reflects the local rigidity of the chain. We can replace the exact dependence of Vu (shown on Fig. 1 The result is plotted on figure 2 for v = 0.59, as a function of x = NIN,,.
We define effective indices which are represented on figure 3 and this graph shows that v G(x) reaches the asymptotic limit v = 0.59 much faster than vr)(x). Considering figures 2 and 3, it is very easy to understand that it will be very difficult to detect experimentally a small curvature in the « In R Dversus In N » plot in the range 10 x 103 but the best fit slope will give a value of VD intermediate between 0.5 and 0.59.
In that respect, it is interesting to consider the case of polystyrene in benzene already mentioned. Choosing we get in excellent agreement with the following experimental results [2, 3, 4] These values VG and vD correspond on figure 3 to the range 10 x 103.
In principle the cross-over value can be obtained from S(q). The experiment has not been performed for polystyrene in benzene but it has been made for polystyrene in cyclohexane at various temperatures [13] . It [14] .
Polystyrène in cyclohexane (0-) decaline (0) and in several good solvents (D) [15] [16] .
Polychloroprene in decaline (.) and in several good solvents (8) [17, '18 ].
Polymethylmethacrylate in butylchloride ( b) and in several good solvents (A) [19] figure 4 and compared with the data collected by Yamakawa [7] Similar considerations might also help to interpret the apparent dynamic scaling laws observed for semi-dilute solutions [3] . In that case, the hydrodynamic properties of the system are related to the behaviour of subchains of size equal to the screening length. It is then clear that the hydrodynamic properties of these subchains are generally sensitive to the same cross-over effects as an isolated chain.
